Image-Based Computational Fluid Dynamic Analysis for Surgical Planning of Sequential Grafts in Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting.
Coronary bypass grafting (CABG) is a surgical procedure for anastomosing small grafts to the coronary vessels. The bypass graft bridges the occluded or diseased coronary artery, allowing sufficient blood flow to deliver oxygen and nutrients to the heart muscles. Patient-specific (PS) anatomy obtained from coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) was used to generate a 3D aorto-coronary model (pre-surgery). Additionally, three more models with idealized grafts (individual and sequential grafts), were created using Boolean operations to represent post-surgery configuration. Fractional flow reserve (FFR) and wall shear stress (WSS) were estimated from the computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The pre-surgical FFR values for all the three left coronary arteries were significant (FFR<.80). The flow was restored (FFR>0.80) distal to stenosis in all the three post- surgical idealized graft models. Peak WSS values of 468, 336 and 295 dynes/cm2 were observed at the toe of the individual end-to-side anastomosis for the three graft models. More importantly, low WSS (< 100 dynes/cm2) prevails at the heel and the walls opposite to the anastomosis in the sequential graft models. The prevailing low WSS at the heel and the wall bed opposite to anastomosis, in a sequential graft model, reduces restenosis rates and promotes a uniform hemodynamic environment for a better long-term patency of the graft. PS- CFD simulations based on CCTA can be helpful in assessing the hemodynamic parameters of graft models for optimal surgical planning.